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We are an experienced and trusted manufacturer, supplier and

trader of a comprehensive range of tested chains. Our collection is

renowned for salient features like longer functional life.
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About Us

Started in the year 1985, MLU Pvt. Ltd. has built a unique position in the domain of manufacturing,

trading and supplying Chains .Our products are used in automobile industries.The products have

longer life, corrosion resistance,easy resistance and easy to operate. We have a highly developed

infrastructure that is spread over a vast area for manufacturing, storing and trading our products. All

the units at our infrastructure are installed with the requisite machines and equipment so as to

complete all the processes within the stipulated time period. In order to effectively execute these

processes, we have employed skilled professionals in our team. As we are also involved in trading,

we have developed tie-ups with some of the renowned vendors in the domain. The vendor selection

policy we adopt is a strict one that allows us to associate with manufacturers who can offer us bulk

products at cost effective prices and in a timely manner. A leading name from Saharanpur, (uttar

Pradesh, India), we have been able to create a vast client base across the country due to the able

guidance of our CEO Mr.Sudesh Narula . He has vast expertise in the domain and he follows ethical

practices that allow us to maximize the satisfaction of our clients.

For more information, please visit
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F a c t s h e e t

Year of Establishment : 1985

Nature of Business : Wholesaler

Total Number of Employees : Upto 10 People



CONTACT US

Ishwar Gandhi Fancy Dress Material
Contact Person: Ishwar Gandhi

Behind Jama Masjid 
Saharanpur - 247001, Uttar Pradesh, India
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